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Season progress report

It’s another positive snow report for the Alps, with good to excellent snow
conditions just about everywhere, and plenty more snow in the forecast.
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Over the last couple of weeks, new snowfall has (on the whole) been fairly evenly
spread across the Alps, which means there are currently very few weak links.
One exception is the central and eastern Dolomites (e.g. Sella Ronda), but even
here they have had some topups and (onpiste at least) snow conditions are still
good.
Elsewhere in the Alps there is very little to complain about, with further snow in
the offing – mostly for the western Alps on Friday, but then more widely later in
the weekend and into next week.
We should also make special mention of the Pyrenees where, not for the first
time this season, there have been some truly exceptional snowfalls (1.5m in 36
hours in places) which has led to some resorts being cut off.

Austria
There was fresh snow in the central and eastern Austrian Alps yesterday – as
much as 40cm on the Kitzsteinhorn glacier above Kaprun where settled snow
depths are 30/310cm depending on altitude.
Further west, snowfall was more modest in St Anton (50/230cm), but conditions
here and across the Arlberg in general remain excellent thanks to multiple recent
topups.
Only in the far south is spring really starting to show its hand, with plenty of
greenery on southfacing slopes in Bad Kleinkirchheim (10/60cm).
Austria will miss most of the snow forecast further west on Friday, but may do
better later next week.
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Good snow conditions across most of Austria. This is ZellamSee  Photo: fotowebcam.eu

France
Conditions across the French Alps are generally excellent even if snow depths are
unremarkable for late February.
There is no particular bias towards northern or southern resorts, with equally
enjoyable skiing in the likes of Serre Chevalier (50/190cm) and Les Gets
(70/170cm).
The next snow is due tomorrow (Friday), though the far south (Alpes Maritimes)
may largely miss out.
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Fabulous skiing across the French Alps. This is Les Saisies with Mont Blanc in the background 
Photo: lessaisies.com
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Italy
Italian resorts continue to offer excellent skiing with the very best conditions at
altitude in resorts such as Cervinia (60/310cm), Champoluc (60/180cm) and
Livigno (70/80cm).
If there remains a weak link it is in the central Dolomites, but even here there
was a useful topup earlier in the week and Selva di Val Gardena (15/110cm)
still offers perfectly decent onpiste conditions.
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Better snow conditions in the western Dolomites than in the east. This is Madonna di Campiglio 
Photo: funiviecampiglio.it

Switzerland
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Snow conditions in Switzerland are excellent across the board following multiple
snowfalls over the last couple of weeks. Andermatt (90/480cm) may boast the
most impressive figures, but lower resorts such as Wengen (35/120cm) are also
in tiptop shape.
Further snow is forecast tomorrow (Friday), heaviest in the west.
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Perfect pistes in Villars this afternoon  Photo: villars.ch
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Rest of Europe
The Pyrenees have seen huge snowfalls in recent days – 1.5m or more in places,
which has sent the avalanche danger rocketing. Piau Engaly (currently cut off)

in France has quite staggering snow depths of 440/480cm, while Baqueira
Beret in Spain has 285/410cm.
Bulgarian resorts remain in good shape with healthy base depths of 60/225cm in
Bansko, where more snow is expected towards the end of the week.
Norway is also offering excellent skiing with some of the deepest freshest snow,
again in the western resort of Voss (110/195cm). By contrast Sweden’s Åre
(45/55cm) has only seen the odd dusting here and there but, onpiste at least,
conditions are fine.
In Scotland the weather has been pretty wild at times, but there is still plenty of
snow with prospects for March looking good. Cairngorm has base depths of
40/110cm depending on altitude.

Ridiculous snowfalls in the French Pyrenees. This is Piau Engaly (currently cut off)  Photo: piau
engaly.com

USA
Snow conditions are pretty good across Colorado right now, with fresh snow in
places and lots more in the forecast over the next few days. Breckenridge has
170cm packed down midmountain while, further south, Telluride has 165cm.
Jackson Hole (193/224cm) in Wyoming also has a little fresh snow – as does
Alta (180cm midmountain base) in Utah, which is offering reasonable conditions
despite being below par by its own supersnowy standards.

Canada
Whistler’s frustrating season continues with no meaningful snow in the last
week and very little in the forecast. There is reasonable onpiste skiing to be
had, especially on the upper mountain, but the 143cm base is way below where
it should be for late February and offpiste is highly variable.
Further inland, conditions are more consistent (as they have been all season)
with an upper base of around 153cm in the Banff/Lake Louise area and 199cm
in Revelstoke.

Snow depths are below par in Whistler right now  Photo: whistlerblackcomb.com

Next full snow report will be on Monday 2 March 2015, but see Today in
the Alps for daily updates
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